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Abstract

This paper presents user privacy framework for web-of-objects based smart home services to control the release of personally identifiable information (PII) in smart home environment. The ubiquity of smart home enables smart home users and third parties to access home devices and data from any location at any time. The ubiquitous and pervasiveness improves the user comfort level, but also makes user PIIs highly prone to leakage. We propose Smart Home Web of Object User Privacy (SWOPR) architecture to protect and control the release of user PIIs according to the user consent. We suggest an architecture that integrates the RESTful framework, ISO/IEC-29101, and XACML/Ontology; the integration is not supported in existing systems. The SWOPR introduces Smart Home Web of Objects Privacy Controller (SWOPC) and Privacy Processor (SWOPP) nodes. SWOPC controls the process of collection of PIIs from users to the release of his PIIs to others. SWOPP provides PIIs processing functions such as anonymization and encryption under the control of SWOPC. The proposed privacy framework architecture is simple, lightweight and has high performance. We also present service scenarios to acquire the user PIIs, consents and release of PIIs to others.
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1. Introduction

The phrase smart home was first coined in the 1990s [1]. The next generation smart home environment will be ubiquitous, pervasive, and perceptual. The pervasive systems without user interaction support will not exist, and the system which is difficult to use, obtrusive and subject to risks, will not be used by users for their benefits [2]. Smart home embeds computing capabilities, networking and telecommunication interfaces in the home appliances in order to facilitate everyday life and to enable users to control their home devices from any location and at any time. The pervasive and ubiquitous smart home environment provides high-level interactivity to the smart home user and also to the service providers such as smart energy management, remote health monitoring etc., to provide intelligent services. Figure 1 shows a conceptual overview of the smart home environment and shows that home data and devices can be accessed through various devices and communication interfaces from any location and at any time. The smart home improves the comfort level of the people by acquiring different context information and the service providers use these contexts for various decisions to provide services. The contexts in smart homes are people-centric and contain user sensitive information and their acquisition and release raises the issues of privacy and security. The paper focuses on how to control the acquisition and release of user personal information.
information to an SWO user, third party user, or even to any application program. In order to scrutinize and control the disclosure of sensitive information to inherently un-trusted parties in smart home environment, we present Smart Home Web of Objects Privacy (SWOPR) architecture.

Privacy is the right and the ability of individuals to exercise control over the collection, use, and disclosure of their personal identifiable information (PII) to other individuals. The PIIs can be biographical, biological, transactional, location or any other information that can be used for tracing or distinguishing the user identity [3]. The smart home user can take the benefits of various services such as smart home green environment, remote patient monitoring, smart energy control, etc., by providing consents about the release of his PIIs. In the Smart Home Web of Objects Privacy (SWOPR) architecture, we introduce the Privacy Controller (SWOPC) to collect the user PIIs data with other sensory data, the user privacy preferences, and consents about releasing user PIIs through a web interface. The introduced Smart Home Web of Objects Privacy Processor (SWOPP) will provide privacy functions such as anonymization of user data and encryption of user sensitive PIIs data under the control of SWOPC. The propose SWOPR framework ensures the PIIs of the users remain protected while releasing sensitive information in the smart home pervasive computing environment. The framework uses the RESTful URIs concept to acquire the smart home sensors data, including PIIs and consents of users.

In the smart home ubiquitous environment, the heterogeneous sensing devices and the services applications that use the sensor data often join or leave the network environment. Representational State Transfer (REST) [14] architecture style enables interoperability in Smart Home Web of Objects Architecture (SWOA). RESTful is flexible to equip more and more diverse heterogeneous devices, resources and communication protocols to improve user satisfaction [4]. The REST architecture leverages the integration of devices in the smart home environment and is more appropriate for resource-constrained, ad-hoc environments as it is a simple and flexible protocol that guarantees loose-coupling of resources [5]. REST architecture style based applications and services can coexist and interoperate with legacy systems such as SOAP-based interfaces. These properties of REST architecture style pose a challenge for dealing with privacy protection in a smart home environment. In the paper, we propose eXtensible Access Control Markup
Language (XACML) based policies to protect the user PIIs in the SWOA pervasive environment. XACML models promote a common language and interoperability between control implementation by various service providers [6]. In this paper, XACML represents smart home user privacy policies and its access control. The attributes associated with a smart home user or resource inputs into the decision point of XACML and evaluates whether a given user may access a given resource in a particular way. We use the Role-based Access Control (RBAC) model and also the semantic web ontologies to create fine granular access control mechanism for the smart home data access.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is an overview the related work about smart home and privacy concerns in the pervasive ubiquitous environment. Section 3 introduces the smart home web of objects user privacy framework. The services scenarios based on the proposed framework are introduced in section 4. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 5.

2. Background and Related Works

The Smart Home and ubiquitous computing coined at the end of the 20th century [7] [8]. Jiang et al. [9] surveyed the smart home research and provided the definition of smart home and the smart devices. The reviewed research is mostly focused on the Bluetooth, Infrared and Radio frequency. At the beginning of the 21st century, projects have been launched at various research centers to introduce the concept of home networking of devices and equipment for a better quality of living. The Techno House in Japan provided an E-health care home system for elderly and disabled persons [10], the Georgia Research Alliance project of The Aware Home [11] addressed the challenges facing in the development of human activity recognition in the physical environment, and the Microsoft Easy Living [12] provided the prototype architecture for building intelligent environments that facilitate interaction of people with computers and devices making computing more accessible and pervasive. These systems, mostly focused on the internetworking of home devices, have very limited capabilities of accessing data outside of the home. In recent years, the focus of the smart home research is to merge the computing capabilities in every home physical device to enable it as part of the Internet of Things (IoT) and Web of Things (WoT). The web capabilities provide application layer support to build a flexible application and flexible services. Macro Aiello [13] proposed SOAP-based Web services architecture for the interaction of the heterogeneous devices in the smart home pervasive environment. In the smart home environment, the interaction, joining and leaving of devices and applications is so frequent that they need a light-weight protocol compared to SOAP, which uses a message envelope. The REST Web-based smart home services frameworks have been proposed due to its light-weight and resource-oriented architecture style [15, 16, 17]. Mostly these systems focused on the services oriented architecture and do not consider the user privacy. In the paper, we propose privacy aware smart home web of object architecture.

Privacy protection in pervasive environments is a major concern for users that has grown commensurately with the growth of Smart Home Environment. The multi-screen smart devices enable users to access data from anywhere and at any time [18]. Users have very dynamic and rich interactions with the smart home environment and as a consequence privacy concerns arise. In 2011, the International Organization for Standards and the International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) separated the security and privacy standards into two and introduced ISO/IEC-29000 to define common privacy terminologies, actors and their roles in the processing of PII [19]. The ISO/IEC-29101 [20] provided the architectural overview and components of the PII’s collection and processing system. Bagues et al. [21] provided SOAP-based user centric smart home privacy framework to support users roaming freely in the smart home environment and focused on how a user can build up trust into inherently un-trusted services in ubiquitous environment. The mechanism of hiding power usage consumption because it may contain
Sensitive information is provided in [22]. Efthymiou et al. [23] provided the anonymization algorithm to anonymize the frequent patterns in smart metering data. The work in [24] proposes a privacy framework for patients in Healthcare providers called SPOC that help patients in protecting and monitoring personal health information (PHI) in pervasive environment. SPOC processes and computes PHI during m-Health care emergency with minimal privacy disclosure. In this paper, we propose user consent and role-based access to the user PIIs.

In the last decade, the merging of computing and communication technologies changed the accessibility of physical devices. The Web enabled capabilities of the devices can overcome the limitation that the user has to be within boundaries of the smart home environment. The Web services can be categorized as Big Web services (WS-*) and RESTful Web Services [15]. REST has emerged as a predominant web service model that has mostly displaced WSDL-based interface design because it is considerably more simple to use [25]. Romero [3] proposed the architecture of home monitoring systems leveraging the REST architecture style to integrate multi-scale systems exhibiting heterogeneous communication capabilities and protocols to improve user satisfaction. Comparison of REST and SOAP for ubiquitous environments is presented and shows the REST architecture style services along with semantic web is flexible and scalable in such environments [17] [26]. In [27] architecture is developed on top of OSGi framework that embeds a semantic model of smart home system, achieving semantic interoperability and dynamic integration of highly heterogeneous devices and services. The access control policy gives smart home owners control over the way users can access their devices.

3. The Proposed Smart Home Web of Objects User Privacy Framework

In this section, we introduce the proposed Smart Home Web of Objects User Privacy (SWOPR) framework and its component details to protect the smart home user PIIs in the pervasive environment. The Web of Objects (WoO) is a layered approach that provides the interoperability between heterogeneous devices and enables the collection of data in a distributed environment from territory isolated devices. The Web capabilities in the physical devices enable smart home users and third party service providers to access any smart home devices from any location. The ubiquity of the smart home environment may lead to privacy breaches and leaks. In this paper, we propose a smart home privacy aware architecture by introducing the Smart Home Web of Objects Privacy Controller (SWOPC) and Smart Home Web of Objects Privacy Processor (SWOPP). We adopt the concept of ISO/IEC-29101 and the RFC 2753 [28] to ensure the protection of user PIIs in the smart home pervasive environment. The scope of the paper is that it briefly introduces the privacy framework in the WoO REST based smart home and a short introduction to smart home architecture. Figure 2 shows the proposed SWOPR framework architecture to protect the user PIIs and disclose information to other users and third party service providers with the consent of the SWO user. In the architecture, the devices are classified as legacy devices that do not have the web interface (support of HTTP and CoAP protocol) and SWO devices that have the HTTP or CoAP capabilities. We protect the user PIIs in the smart home environment by protected access; collect the user consents about his PIIs including the PIIs collected from sensors as context information such as user location, IP address etc. to disclose to other users. The
Figure 2. Smart Home Web of Object User Privacy (SWOPR) Framework Architecture

Framework has been developed using the Java RESTful Spring Framework, Aspect Oriented Programming, the XACML ALFA, and the SQL. We will briefly explain the introduced components in the following subsections.

3.1 Smart Home Web of Objects User Privacy Controller (SWOPC)

The SWOPC acts as a central control unit to collect the user information (user data), the resource information (sensors data), its events/context data, the consents and policies etc., and to protect data from unwanted use. The SWOPC controls the data flow among users and the service providers in the smart home environment. Figure 3 shows the detailed architecture of the proposed SWOPC. The SWOPC provides a web based smart home knowledge portal to acquire the user information, resources/sensors registration and consents collection about the disclosure of user’s PII’s to different service providers and other SWO users. The Policy Administration Point (PAP) provides the interface to generate, edit, or delete the policies (XACML policies) for various smart home services. In the paper, the proposed SWOPR evaluation manager provides the tools to evaluate and match the privacy policies according to the user provided consents.

The Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) receives the request from a third party user or other SWO users. The PEP converts the request in XACML and sends it to the Policy Evaluation Manager. The Policy Decision Point (PDP) in the evaluation manager evaluates the
Figure 3. Smart Home Web of Objet User Privacy Controller (SWOPC)

request according to the privacy policies and the user consents, and sends a reply to the PEP which is either 'deny', 'permit' or 'permit with constraints'. If the response is 'permit with constraints', the PEP directs the Smart Home Web of Objects Privacy Processor to process the PIIs in the response message according to the constraints.

The Policy Information Point (PIP) provides the required information such as the user consents, user resources and their context, and user roles etc., required to PDP for policy evaluation. The PDP evaluates the policies and user consents obligations the XACML Policy evaluation engine, ontology inference engine and OAP.

Figure 4. Smart Home Web of Objet User Privacy Processor (SWOPP)
3.2 Smart Home Web of Objects User Privacy Processor (SWOPP)

The Smart Home Web of Objects user Privacy Processor processes the user PIIs according to the permit constraint received from the PEP after the user request evaluation. Figure 4 shows a pictorial overview of the SWOPP architecture. The SWOPP will provide the privacy functions such as anonymization of user PII data, encryption of user sensitive PIIs, and Pattern pseudonymization. The user data request may include the sensitive PIIs data and needs to be protected during the transfer. We use the MD5 128bits to encrypt and decrypt the user sensitive PIIs to protect them during transferring.

The SWO user data may include usage patterns that could reveal the user identity. The pseudonymization scheme introduces arbitrary identifiers in the patterns so that it can be detected. The user request may include a data set of users, so we introduce a k-anonymity scheme to anonymize the users’ identities. The SWOPP functions are not the scope of the paper, and we will provide the detail schemes in our future research.

4. The SWOPR Applications Services Scenarios

In this section, we introduce the application procedure from collection user PIIs and registration of devices & services to the disclosure of user PIIs to a third party (other SWO user or service provider). Figure 5 shows the procedure to register user’s information, the
smart home devices/sensors and the services (smart energy management, remote patient monitoring and smart green home). At the start, the user provides his basic information and creates an account. The user login to his account and provides his detailed information, the user registers all his smart home devices, and the user signs up for the services he wants. The user applies the privacy policies and consents about the disclosure of his PIIs to other users and services.

Figure 6 shows the procedure for making requests and for the disclosure of PIIs to a third party user. The third party user (SWO Service Provider) requests the SWO user data by sending a request to the PEP. The PEP intercepts the message and creates an XACML and sends it to the SWOPR evaluation manager to check whether the requested data is permitted to the user or not. The PDP evaluates the user request according to the privacy policies and user consents and obligations to either ‘deny’, ‘permit’ or ‘permit with some constraints’.

![Figure 6. Third Party User Data Request and Disclosure of Data](image)

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this article, we present the Smart Home Web of Objects Privacy framework to control the collection and disclosure of user personally identifiable information to other user and third party service providers. The smart home pervasive environment, the web and computing capabilities of the physical devices on one side improves the comfort level of users, but on the other side it make the user more prone to having his identity revealed. This paper makes three main contributions. First, we provide a RESTful based Smart Home Web of Object architecture to control the user data and his resources/sensor information, to register for various smart home services, and to provide consents for the disclosure of his data to other users and service providers. Second, we introduce the Smart Home Web of Objects User Privacy Controller (SWOPC) to collect, control and protect the user data by applying various privacy policies; the Smart Home Web of Objects
Privacy Processor (SWOPP) to process the user PIIs according to the ‘permit with constraint’ received from the controller. The SWOPP provides the functions of encryption of user sensitive information, pseudonymization of the patterns in the user data such as electric/gas usage, and the anonymization of user identity in the data sets. The schemes of the SWOPP are not in the scope of this paper, and we will provide it in our future research. Third, SWOPR supports XACML and Ontology which provide fine grained privacy policies for evaluation at various levels of detail ranging from abstract to more specific. In our future research, we will provide a WoO based Semantic Ontology model for privacy protection in the Smart Home Environment. We also introduce the application service scenarios, from the collection of PIIs to the disclosure of PIIs to other and third party users.
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